
 

 

Jury Report 
 

 
The jury: 
Cornelia Boysen, Paty Colemont, Nick Cunningham, Henri Magalon, Pantelis Panteloglou 
 
The members of the jury would like to thank the Festival for the honour to be trusted for the 
important decision for the Best Children’s Film Award for 2021. The task undertaken by the 
jury members was not easy. We watched 15 films from around the world, meant for children 
audiences, that were focused around important modern subjects like the environment and 
climate crisis or performativity of identities, and also some timeless, classic subjects like 
human relationships, friendship, dreams, commitment etc. 
The films varied in form and content, and in the means they had to fulfil their goal, but we 
watched animation films, live action fiction films and a single but inspiring documentary that 
were, in all, an intriguing selection. However, we could only nominate three films and select 
one of them for the Best Children’s Film Award, based on their overall artistic value within the 
film world. 
 
The three nominees are: 
 
CAPTAIN NOVA by Maurice Trouwborst (WINNER) 
Is it ever too late to correct a mistake? A capturing sci-fi story set in the near future of our 
planet, which is urging the audience to contemplate on the climate crisis and the role of 
human activity in the destruction of the environment (and our lives). Photography, acting, 
atmosphere, rhythm and plot, merge to create a convincing work of art that was unanimously 
considered the best film of the selection and thus the Best Children’s Film for 2021. 
 
DREAMS ARE LIKE WILD TIGERS by Lars Montag 
A funny German Bollywood film? This is already a reason to watch it! The hero shows us that 
denying your identity is the least productive way to face all kinds of controversies of a modern 
multicultural European society. Music, dance and Indian colourfulness land right into the heart 
of our European home to prove to us that when you move closer to the Other, be it the 
newcomer or the old-timer, differences fade. 
 
 
THE APE STAR by Linda Hambäck 
What is home after all? A strange animated world where children are adopted by unicorn 
gorillas and politicians prefer swimming pools to homes for orphans. In that world, a little girl 
tries to find her own identity through a quest for a mother, a family and a way of living that 
can finally be her own. 
 


